
  

Confounding Compounding: 
Comments by Nancy L. LaPointe   

In the cap va ng journey through the pages of "The Psychology of Money" by 
Morgan Housel, Chapter 4 "Confounding Compounding" serves as a poignant 
reminder regarding the astounding power of compounding. As Housel aptly 
points out, the true marvel lies in how something seemingly inconsequen al 
can burgeon into something monumental over me. Just like a seemingly 
innocuous layer of snow le  behind by a mild winter can, in geological terms, 
evolve into a planet enveloped in miles-thick ice, the power of compounding 
can transform your financial future. 

Perhaps you've heard of the life-altering impact of compound interest tables or 
the stories highligh ng the colossal differences in re rement savings 
depending on when you start inves ng. Housel contends that these revela ons 
may not have dras cally changed your life but most certainly surprised you. 
The reason behind this is the stark contrast between linear thinking, which our 
brains tend to default to, and the exponen al nature of compounding. It's 
intui ve to think in straight lines; it's how we navigate the world. Yet, the 
financial world operates differently. It rewards pa ence and persistence, where 
modest contribu ons can grow into substan al wealth over me. 

So, as we delve deeper into the realm of personal finance, remember that the 
chapter of your financial story en tled "Confounding Compounding" has the 
poten al to be the most exci ng one. Small changes in your saving and 
inves ng habits today can accumulate into a wealth of opportuni es for 
tomorrow. It's a lesson that reminds us to embrace the counterintui ve magic 
of exponen al growth, where even the smallest snowflake can unleash an 
avalanche of financial prosperity in the end. 

Example: Let's consider two individuals, Sarah and Alex, who both started with 
$5,000. Sarah decided to save her money in a tradi onal savings account with 
an annual interest rate of 1%, while Alex chose to invest his money in the stock 
market, expec ng an average annual return of 7%. 

A er 30 years, Sarah's $5,000 would have grown to approximately $6,739 due 
to simple interest. On the other hand, Alex's investment would have 
compounded over the same period, resul ng in a balance of around $38,061. 
The power of compounding allowed Alex's ini al investment to grow 
significantly more than Sarah's savings, thanks to the higher return on his 
investments. 

This example illustrates how inves ng wisely and harnessing the magic of 
compound interest can substan ally boost your wealth compared to simply 
saving money in a low-yield account. Over me, the differences become even 
more pronounced, highligh ng the importance of making informed financial 
decisions and taking advantage of compounding to secure a more prosperous 
future. 

 

 

 

Morgan Housel wrote the 
Psychology of Money, 
published in 2022, to 
summarize his thoughts 
regarding ‘ meless lessons on 
wealth, greed, and happiness’. 
He does an excellent job of 
using easily understood 
examples to explore 
emo onal reac ons 
associated with money and 
financial decisions. My 
colleagues and I have all read 
this book and enjoyed 
mul ple discussions regarding 
the wisdom contained within 
it. We have enjoyed this 
exercise so much that we 
have decided to share some 
of our thoughts with you.  

Our plan includes short 
summaries of salient points 
from the book, brief 
descrip ons of our own 
experiences, and other things 
that may prompt reflec ons 
upon your own emo onal 
reac ons to money ma ers.   
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